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(  
Graduate student faction 
demands stronger voice 
in University decisions 
i 
By l.yu Dagat 
While the trend among most college 
students these days seems to be toward 
non-involvement, at least one group ol 
University students is trying aetively-- 
and sometimes vehemently-to get 
involved 
Graduate students no longer appear 
content to restrict themselves to 
researching and writing papers They 
want to become involved in the social 
aspects ot the University as well. 
according to Gary Wolford. teaching 
fellow and Graduate Student Senate 
(GSSl president 
THE PROBLEM is that in the past 
graduate students weren't interested, 
and now they have to prove to the 
University they deserve a place in the 
policy-making structure, according to 
Wolford 
He cited the recent example of the 
Task Force on Campus Safety A 
graduate student was included on the 
committee only after GSS expressed 
dissatisfaction at the lack of repre- 
sentation 
The general fee allocation is the first 
priority on Graduate Student Senate's 
list of grievances The allocations 
primarily benefit programs designed 
for undergraduates And. according to 
Wolford. the graduates' needs aren't 
being met 
GSS contends graduate students are 
0 significant proportion (8 per cent) of 
the  University  population and their 
needs    should    be    more    seriously 
considered when money is allocated 
IN THE PAST. GSS has had to 
justify its budget to the University 
community According to Wolford. this 
year the shoe is going to be on the other 
foot 
He said GSS would evaluate whether 
their needs were being met by other 
organizations and base their vote on 
the general fee budget allocation panel 
upon the benefits received by graduate 
students 
Library policy is an area in which 
GSS plans to work with SGA GSS 
would like to see the library hours 
extended during final exams week and 
during vacations 
GSS wants also to increase its repre- 
sentation on Univeriity policy 
committees. Wolford said the goal of 
GSS is to work through the framework 
of existing University structure And in 
order to have their needs met by the 
structure, graduate students must be 
represented in the structure, he said 
Wolford also said he'd like GSS to 
increase cooperation with under- 
graduate organizations "Under- 
graduates have been here long enough 
that they can see needed changes 
which graduate students cannot.'' he 
said "On the other hand the graduate 
students have had more experience 
and know the games of the system 
Together we can take issues and 
develop a coherent plan of action " 
An 
Independent 
Student 
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Group holds service 
commemorating King 
1  1 •.•:*t»Ml 
Memorial march Marchers pay tribute to Dr. Martin I   King in a march commemorating    his   birthday.    Tho   group    marchod around campus tinging hymns and carrying signs with Dr. King's sayings. 
By MarcU Cwlk 
Staff Reporter 
"In memory of Dr Martin L King 
Jr.. 1929-1968." read the sign at the 
head of a march by about 70 persons 
from the Amani to the Union 
yesterday, commemmorating the 
birthday of the black leader 
After gathering at the Amanl at II :20 
a.m.. the crowd was briefed on the 
ceremony by Montel Jennings, a 
director of the National Student Lobby 
and coordinator of the tribute 
"Fifteen or 500. as long as we are 
experiencing union in our ranks and an 
awareness of ourselves, we are 
achieving something very valid," he 
said in his address 
The participants then formed a 
circle, held hands and sang the hymn 
"We Shall Overcome." 
CARRYING POSTERS with famous 
sayings of Dr King's, such as "Free at 
last" and "I've been to the' mountain 
top." and continuing the hymn, the 
participants then marched around 
campus, accompanied by tapes of 
speeches Dr. King had made 
After reaching the Union Oval and 
singing "We Shall Overcome" again. 
Gregory Smith, director of the Gospel 
Choir, made a short speech praising 
Dr King 
Calling him "a man who gave his life 
for the freedom of all oppressed 
people." Smith said Dr King was a 
man of non-violence who could give 
strength to all. 
"Dr. King has not died, but he still. 
lives." he said, "for we all-when we 
realize there are no difference*- have 
reached that mountain top." 
The memorial concluded with a 
minute of silence followed by the 
singing of the black national anthem. 
"Lift Every Voice." 
Ford paints bleak state of union' 
WASHINGTON I API-President 
Ford submitted the bleakest State of 
the Union message in decades 
yesterday to a somber Congress that 
received with reservations his 
proposals for tax cuts and higher fuel 
costs 
"The state of the union is not 
good I've got bad news and I don't 
expect applause." Ford told a 
nationally broadcast joint session of 
Congress 
He got. in fact, less applause than a 
president usually does on such 
occasions-nine interruptions in a 41- 
minute speech, with most of the 
clapping on the Republican side. 
There was no audible Democratic 
approval of his pledge to veto "any new 
spending program adopted by the 
Congress." 
"Millions of Americans are out of 
work Recession and inflation are 
eroding the money of millions more 
Prices are too high and sales are too 
slow." 
HE CALLED FOR a "new 
partnership" with the Democratic 
Congress as he outlined details of the 
recovery plan he had sketched in a 
broadcast address Monday night 
The major elements of Ford's plan: 
-A one-shot tax cut for individuals 
totaling $12 billion and a longer term 
tax reduction of $16 5 billion 
The one-time tax cut of 12 per cent 
would be based on last year's taxes, 
and would be accomplished through 
rebates of up to SI .000 to individual 
taxpayers. 
THE LONG-TERM tax reduction 
would   be   carried  out  during  1975 
through reduced withholding, with the 
largest cuts going to low-income 
individuals. 
-A quick $4 billion tax break for 
industry by raising the investment tax 
credit to 12 per cent This would be 
coupled with a $6 billion per year rut in 
the corporate tax rate 
-A broad-ranging series of taxes and 
levies on oil and natural gas intended 
to increase prices and thus reduce 
consumption The $30 billion ir. 
revenues raised would be channeled 
back into the economy, mainly through 
the tax cuts. 
-A FEDERAL BUDGET that will 
contain a deficit of about $30 billion 
this year and more than $45 billion for 
next year, sending the national debt 
above $500 billion 
The bulk of Ford's specific proposals 
had been disclusrd in his Monday night 
address and by White House officials at 
a Tuesday news briefing 
But in his midday appearance 
yesterday in the crowded House 
chamber. Ford called for 
congressional action by April 1 on his 
cash rebate plan 
He said this would allow the rebates 
to be paid by government checks in two 
installments-one in May and the other 
in September 
The rebates would be calculated on 
an individual's 1974 tax payments, with 
a 12 per cent rebate per return up to a 
maximum of $1,000 
IN ADDITION to the rebate plan. 
Ford said the continuing tax cut of 
$16 5 billion would be accomplished by 
reducing tax rates and increasing the 
low-income allowance. 
A family of four with a gross income 
of $12,500 would have its tax bill cut by 
$300. Ford said, while families 
grossing $20,000 would receive a $210 
cut. 
He proposed direct payments of $80 
to every person 18 years of age and 
older whose incomes are so small they 
don't file tax returns. 
AND HE SAID an additional $2 
billion would be given cities and states 
through revenue sharing. 
The continuing tax cuts are intended 
to refund the revenues raised by higher 
energy taxes "in a manner which 
corrects distortions in our tax system 
wrought by inflation." Ford said 
The energy program he outlined is 
keyed to a 52 a barrel tax on imported 
and domestically produced crude oil 
and an equivalent tax on natural gas. 
To avoid $150,000 deficit 
Computer operations cut back 
By Pat Thomas 
The department of computational 
services has been forced to institute 
control measures to avoid a possible 
$150,000 deficit this year, according to 
director Hal Eckel. 
Eckel cited a 30 per cent growth rate 
in the use of computational services, 
unaccompanied by correspondingly 
increased budgetary allocations, as a 
primary reason for the measures 
As a result, students and faculty may 
be spending more time preparing and 
running their computer programs. 
Faculty and students are being 
encouraged to use the BATCH 
computer system-which requires the 
use of punched computer cards-rather 
than the less-efficient CALL/OS 
system, which uses interactive 
computer terminals. 
THE CALL O/S system is a faster 
eocess. but Is more expensive than the 
iTCH system 
A computer control measure 
committee has been established to 
recommend actions that can be taken 
to reduce costs. Current control 
measures include more efficient 
computer languages and the 
elimination of computer "games." 
"We are discouraging any kind of 
casual use of the computers." Eckel 
said. 
He said more accurate logs of lost 
computer time are being kept. 
"We're placing emphasis on more 
efficient operation as opposed to new 
development." he said. 
Seminars on efficient use of 
computer time and resources are also 
being planned by the department. 
Computer science and quantitative 
analysis and control (QAC) classes are 
cooperating with the department's 
efforts by reducing the number of 
CALL O/S programs their students 
run. 
INFLATION HAS caused the cost of 
paper goods to climb, and as a money- 
saving measure, most of the paper 
used by the department is printed on 
both sides before being recycled 
The committee has also suggested 
that sponsored researchers requiring 
computer use should request funds to 
cover computer costs. 
In addition, the hours of computer 
operation in the Administration 
Building have been changed to 9-11:30 
a.m. and 1-4 p.m. 
Eckel attributes the growth of the 
workload to the increased numbers of 
students taking courses which require 
computer resources. 
Additional work from the 
administrative departments and the 
library is also having an effect. 
The current budget for the 
department is $1,158,000. The 
department employs 40 full-time 
workers and between 50 and 60 part- 
time student workers. 
Financial targets for the next six 
months have been drawn up in order to 
remain within the budget. 
It is accompanied by deregulation of 
new natural gas prices and all 
domestic oil production Ford also 
proposed an enactment of a windfall 
profits tax by April 1. "to ensure that 
oil producers do not profit unduly" 
He asked for standby authority to 
ration gasoline if higher costs fail to 
meet his goal of cutting oil imports by 
a million barrels a day this year and 
two million in 1976. 
But he told Congress he had rejected 
rationing for now because it "would 
produce unacceptable inequities." 
KEY MEMBERS such as Chairman 
Russell B. Long ID-La I. of the Senate 
Finance Committee and incoming 
Chairman Al Ullman tD-Ore.), of the 
House Ways and Means Committee 
indicated they would go along with tax 
cuts, but wanted them directed more 
specifically on lower incomes. 
Recommendations for gasoline price 
increases and sharp curbs on spending 
drew less enthusiasm from 
Democrats 
Speaker Carl Albert said some 
programs must be funded He said 
more consultation on the whole 
program will be needed, because 
Congress still does not understand all 
of it. 
AFL-CIO President George Meany 
announced that the labor organization 
"cannot support his (Ford's) proposals 
and will fight them in the Congress.'' 
Arch Booth, president of the US 
Chamber of Commerce, said, however, 
that "President Ford deserves a 
prompt, bipartisan cooperation he 
requested from the Congress and the 
American people." 
Casual uto of Univorsity computers it boing discouraged at 
funds for an expanding program have not been made 
available. Computer classes or* making cutbacks in the 
number of programs run and seminars are planned on their 
efficient use. (Newtphoto by Ed Swba) 
Weather 
Ckaace ol uow Harries today 
aad teaigkt. Highs today la the 
upper z*s. Lows toalght la Use 
teens. Tomorrow variable cloattt- 
aeti aed little temperature 
cbaage- "'«»» >■ ** middle to 
ipperzti 
fef. a/Th» M N«w», ThuraaWy. January 1*. 1*75 
proposed tax cuts 
to boost inflation 
President Ford's plan to stimulate the economy through massive tax 
cuts for both private citizens and industry has its merits, but it may 
eventually dig the recessionary hole deeper than it already is. 
Monday the President proposed a 12 per cent rebate on individual 1974 
income taxes up to $1,000. The proposal is fine for middle and upper- 
middle class families, but is little help for families with lower incomes. 
To remedy that, the President will reportedly ask Congress for an 
additional 122 5 billion in permanent tax cuts. The emphasis of this 
proposal will be on helping lower-income taxpayers. 
The gist of all the tax cut plans is to put money into the pockets of 
Americans so they will spend and invest it freely, therefore stimulating 
the economy. 
But isn't this free spending of money what caused the double-digit 
inflation in the first place? And didn't the runaway inflation contribute 
mightily to the recession the country now finds Itself experiencing? 
Ignoring one evil to combat another simply will not work. Even if Ford 
managed to stimulate the economy with his plan, inflation will still be 
around after the battle against recession is over. 
One of Ford's obvious blunders is proposing the end to price controls on 
domestic oil production He should be doing just the opposite and 
imposing price controls along with the tax cuts. 
Ford may succeed in lifting the nation out of its present economic 
lethargy, but he will lift it right into inflation with his present proposals. 
The recession may be ended for a time, but with continued inflation it 
won't be too long until it's back again. 
no excuse 
The report from the Pentagon that the Soviet Union is deploying two 
new types of intercontinental missiles, apparently armed with multiple 
warheads (known as MIRVs). should not be used by the United States as 
an excuse to escalate the arms race. 
It would be easy for the United States to step up the production of 
strategic weapons, not only to try to gain an advantage over the Soviets 
militarily, but also to stimulate an economically-shaken nation. 
It has been proven in the past that our economy operates smoothest 
during times of war. Even a cold war would stimulate the economy now, 
but the government must not let itself fall into this trap. 
The economy can be shored up without resorting to increased military 
production. 
There must also be a solution to ending the arms race. When U.S. and 
Soviet representatives meet in Geneva at the end of this month, they 
should make every effort to negotiate an end to the arms race between 
the nations 
If the United States and Soviet Union are really sincere about detente 
and their desire for world peace they will seek an immediate end to the 
arms race insanity. 
Leirers  
bock to the three r's 
Dr. Robert R. Joynt 
Associate    Professor    of    Special 
Education 
GnestCohsmalst 
The New York Times reported: 
"Publishers, responding to a 
changing market in college texts, are 
increasingly resorting to simplified 
language in their books to adjust to a 
new element in higher education- the 
college student who cannot read at 
traditional college levels." 
The Association of American 
Publishers are simplifying the English 
in their guidebook on now to read 
textbooks. Previously the editions 
were written to a 12th grade level. Now 
these guidebooks are being written to 
fit a ninth-grade reading level for 
college freshmen 
Vermont Royster of the Wall Street 
Journal reported: 
"At the University of Wisconsin in 
Madison more than one-third of the 
applicants to its journalism school 
cannot meet the minimum 
requirements in spelling, grammar, 
word-usage and punctuation 
"AT THE University cf North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill the journalism 
school has been forced to require all 
students to pass a simple, high-school 
level spelling and usage test in order to 
graduate Of those entering the school 
this year, and taking the test for the 
first time. 47 per cent failed-and the 
student can misspell 30 per cent of the 
words and still "pass". 
"As the school approaches the end o( 
the fall semester, and with many of the 
students having taken the test several 
times, there are still 39 per cent who 
have not passed. These students, for 
the most part, are at the junior level in 
the University. 
"And these, mind you. are students 
who are planning to enter a craft in 
which the ability to put one little word 
after another is as important as the 
plumber's ability to handle a wrench. 
"At Eastern Michigan University the 
number of students in all departments 
having to take remedial English has 
doubled in the past five years. At the 
University of California. 45 per cent of 
the total student body have needed 
remedial English." 
EVEN THE Toledo Blade carried a 
recent editorial decrying the lack of 
language facility among many 
collegians They reported: 
"The   Scholastic   Aptitude   Tests 
(SATs) used by most colleges to select 
new freshmen provide startling 
evidence of the decline in reading and 
writing skills. According to the College 
Entrance Examination Board, which 
prepares the tests, SAT scores have 
dropped steadily over the past decade. 
In 1962-83 the mean scores were 478 
I verbal I and 502 (mathematical I out of 
a possible 800 in both cases. In 1972-73 
the scores were 445 and 481, 
respectively. More than one million 
students take the tests every year. 
"At the University of Houston, 60 per 
cent of all freshmen fail the first three 
essays they write. Jesse Hartley, the 
University's director of freshman 
English, complained: "Students can't 
carry through an idea in writing: they 
have no idea what a paragraph is: they 
are unable to string details together in 
a logical sequence." 
A few educators have attempted to 
point the direction of blame for the 
declining verbal skills 
EDUCATORS POINT to several 
factors in attempting to account for the 
campus literacy crisis. The college 
expansion boom of the 1950s and 1960s, 
they say. broueht higher educali«., 
within reach of high-school graduates 
who would not have been admitted in 
more exacting times In addition, 
today's college students have been 
shaped far more by the electronic than 
by the print media 
Fred M. Hechinger. former 
education editor of the New York 
Times, blames the nation's secondary 
schools for "sacrificing much of the 
analytical part of learning to mere 
spontaneity Under the onslaught of 
critics who consider all drill 
autocratic, teachers have moved away 
from parsing sentences, analyzing 
ideas, and preparing outlines Modern 
language enrollment has declined 
sharply Yet those are the talents that 
lead to high SAT scores." 
It has long been surmised that man's 
ability to think has been dependent on 
his facility for usage of his native 
tongue Words are the process of 
thought because man thinks in verbal 
mediators Abstract thought is 
especially dependent upon words with 
complex and compound meanings. In 
an educational and societal adaptation 
sense, deafness surpasses blindness as 
a handicapping condition. The inability 
to deal with the abstractness of 
language creates the frustrating 
educational limiting condition for the 
deaf Are the subtleties of educational 
process of the great electronic TV 
teacher creating an intellectual 
deafness in our society'' 
With the increased use of pocket 
calculators in classrooms some 
teachers feel that the next deficiency 
among students will occur in 
arithmetic. 
Maybe it's time to start all over with 
a one-room school and basic 
instruction in the three R's 
let's hear from you 
The BG News welcomes all letters to 
the editor and opinion columns Letters 
may comment on any other letter, 
column or editorial 
Letters should be a maximum ol 300 
words, typewritten We ask that 
columns be no more than four typed 
pages triple-spaced 
The News maintains the right to edit 
all submissions that exceed these 
limits, with respect to the laws of libel 
and proper taste 
Letters and columns must include the 
authors name address and phone 
number, and may be mailed to the 
Editor co The BG News. 106 
I'niversitv 1'all 
DON'T KNOW WHAT'S OOING ON, BUT WE'RE DOING AN ENORMOUS BUSINESS IN 
HOUSE BRICKS, BRUSHES AND GOLD PAINTI 
publication 
explained 
In reply to Mr Skidmore's letter of 
January 14. UAO has been searching 
for a more effective way of 
disseminating information to the 
campus concerning our organization's 
activities Contrary to Mr Skidmore's 
opening remark that we have found 
another way to waste the student's 
money, the fact is that we are actually 
laving money on advertising: 
therefore, providing more money to be 
used in programming activities for 
you. the students 
The Electric Blanket is not in 
competition with the Green Sheet. It is 
Used to supplement the general 
Information the Green Sheet can give 
concerning our events and activities. 
We want to give the greatest number of 
students the opportunity to know about 
and participate in the many activities 
UAO has to offer The Electric Blanket 
accomplishes this purpose. 
We are changing our format for the 
Blanket so it will not be confused with 
- 
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the Green Sheet, as we found out from 
our first issue The February-March 
issue. Vol. 1, No. 2, will be coming out 
January 31. Watch for it. 
Keith Wulff. Chairman 
UAO Public Relations Committee 
slur slammed 
I am writing to protest the use of an 
insensitive label applied by WBGU disc 
jockey Cliff Warnken and the Green 
Sheet to a type of music they call 
"hillbilly". Hopefully this label was 
used in ignorance. 
"Hillbilly" is a slur that will 
someday be relegated to history along 
with nigger, kike, and the rest of the 
names given to different kinds of 
people. "Hillbilly" harks back to the 
days of the Hatfields and the McCoys, 
moonshine, ignorance, and poverty. 
While people of the South and the 
Appalachian Region have not been able 
to totally free themselves from these 
burdens of the past, burdens imposed 
in a large part by the various unions of 
the coal industry and the government, 
great progress has been made In recent 
years. 
In this era of increasing racial and 
regional pride, "hillbilly" is an 
offensive term for a great music that 
has played such a large part in 
America's musical consciousness 
Jon Hartley Fox 
222>■• S. Church St 
all bozos 
on this bus' 
On the side of the Education Building 
I noticed someone had written "Boring 
Green." Nothing could be further from 
the truth, for you may call Bowling 
Green many things but certainly not 
boring. Since transferring from Ohio 
State two years ago I have never seen 
such diversity in events as here at 
Bowling Green. 
Last year's highlights included the 
ever-famous tomato-throwing 
cheerleader, the male homecoming 
queen, and the overwhelming flop, the 
Jazx Festival. 
We had oar own Watergate with the 
student government elections 
controversy, we have our own little 
Gestapo-type in Dale Shaffer with his 
lust for dum-dums (no oifense you 
parking ticket enforcers' > and a 
President who will cure your insomnia 
at a breakfast, free at that. 
AS FOR the town, how rich in 
hostility, er. 1 mean hospitality. 1 still 
am awed at the police courage in that 
death-defying raid at Sam B's. in which 
they cleansed our town of those body- 
crippling sin machines, the pin-ball 
machines 
Last but not least, the students 
themselves    add    a    measure    of 
excitement in the atmosphere of 
Bowling Green. The list of 
constructive, mature activities they 
engage in are impressive and diverse, 
to say the least. 
To mention a few of them, one would 
have to include the Spring riot last year 
at the state store I to protest the high 
liquor prices), the streaking i to protest 
the high price of clothesi. and this 
year's breaking of cop car windows ito 
protest the high cost of cop car 
windows! 
Also we find that guardian of 
democracy,  protector o( freedom, a 
person who goes out of his way to prove 
ignorance is alive and well: Douglas R 
Keith! 
I probably have left out many 
aspects of the various parts of interest 
that make Bowling Green so 
interesting, but in the words of that 
ancient Chinese philosopher. Sing My 
Yang, one thing's (or sure. "We're ail 
bozos on this bus." Where can I get 
off 
Terry Bradford 
819A North Enterprise 
Defense Secretary Jinn R. Srklet lagr r 
publicly warning Hanoi against any further 
aggression against South Vietnam 
"Amerlcaa oplaloa. Meed, i* volatile 
Amrrlrai ostalea kialorically kit reacted 
la aager to Mtrlgkt aggretiloa. uprovofced 
massive attacks. Haaoi still recogalim thai 
were a massive i»ailoa ol Ike ivpe at 1172 
to occur, [hat Ike PretMeat kat Ike power 
to approach Ike Coagren aad the Caagrets. 
Batler tkoie ctrcamitaaces. might well 
aatkorlte ike ate of Amerlcaa force." 
the free market myth 
WASHINGTON -While he may have 
been mistaken about some things. 
there is a new appreciation ol John 
Maynard Keynes' dictum that "the 
ideas of economists and political 
philosophers, both when they are right 
and when they are wrong, are more 
powerful than is commonly 
understood. Indeed the world is ruled 
by little else Practical men. who 
believe themselves to be quite exempt 
from any intellectual influences, are 
usually the slave of some defunct 
economist." 
So we shouldn't be disappointed that 
our leading people are slow to give up 
ideas that are rapidly proving to be 
fallacious 
A few. like Harvard's Wassily 
Leontif. are quoted as faying. "Policy 
today is completely at a dead end," but 
more are like his colleague, professor 
Otto Eckstein, who seems to prefer to 
hold on to the past and hope for the 
best. "We either work our way out of 
this mess in 1975 or we are in real 
trouble." says Eckstein, who has great 
influence in Washington. "If policy 
does not meet the challenge next year, 
we'll have to change the economic 
system" (New York Times. Dec. 29). 
Before we do that, however, we're 
going to have to change our 
understanding of the system. That 
understanding is presently based on 
~1 
the proposition that we are operating 
in a free-market economy, and, 
therefore, when things go bad. all we 
need do is restore the market to health 
TO PERSUADE yourself that this is 
indeed a free-market system you need 
to turn your brain into a pretzel. That 
is what academic economists have 
done, argues Richard Goodwin in The 
New Yorker magazine (Jan 81. He 
compares the intellectual contortions 
of conventional economists and their 
faith in the existence of the market 
system to the Ptolemaic explanation of 
how our solar system works. 
To account for the fact that some 
stars seemed to change speed and 
others to reverse direction, 
"astronomers constructed a model of 
the universe in which stars and planets 
moved around each other while moving 
around the earth: circles within circles 
within circles: cycles and epicycles- 
all rotating in one grand design," 
writes Goodwin. 
The complexity and obscurantism of 
the Ptolemaic universe did account for 
the motions of the heavenly bodies, but 
an astronaut would have a rough time 
using such a map to get to the moon So 
also can it be said that the mental 
acrobatics of our economic thinkers 
describe the workings of our society, 
but that isn't going to help a lot of 
people who are out of work to find jobs 
In fact, the accepted understanding 
in higher places at the moment is that 
the jobless rates will never go down to 
what they once were. 
Goodwin writes that what we are 
really doing is moving rapidly toward a 
state capitalism "in which the people 
as taxpayers are compelled to support 
these private industries they did not. or 
could not. support as 
consumers (hencel our most 
important economic institutions...have 
been able to break free of the market 
itself, and constitute themselves as 
private economy..." 
As Goodwin points out. there is no 
sense in buttressing the market system 
if major chunks of our economy have 
excluded themselves from it. And yet 
that is the thrust of much of our 
present policy-making 
MOST OF US. of course, have been 
reared to regard a free-market 
.economy more as an attribute of virtue 
than as an instrument of great utility. 
Whatever markets may do for the soul, 
they're also the only mechanism we 
have for establishing prices, and it is 
through prices that we can determine 
costs 
In nations like Russia they try to 
administer prices and costs, assigning 
an arbitrary value to them. But with 
millions of different kinds of items 
being produced, the results are 
confusion, shortages, misallocations 
and. most ironically for a socialist 
state, great difficulty in planning I I 
anything 
As we withdraw great chunks of our 
own economy from the market and 
therefore from the price and cost 
system, we begin to encounter the 
same difficulties the Russians have. 
How do we respirate an administered 
price industry like automobiles without 
paying more than we, should? Or. as 
Goodwin asks, how do we judge the 
efficiency of a corporation like AT4T? 
To rescue us from the current slump     | 
there are all sorts of proposals on the 
table for allocating money, but can we 
know what we are doing when we can't 
measure    the    resources    we're 
allocating    to    price-less    "private 
economies"?   Increasingly   we   are 
without the means to reach our own 
economic goals, so that Goodwin is 
correct in warning us that we may 
finish not by allocating abundance, but 
by rationing scarcity. 
Capyrlght. 1975. The Washiagtoa Pott- , 
Eiag Featares Syndicate 
Thursday, January 1 6, 1975, Th. KG N.wi .'r>o,. 3 I   • 
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SOB is also planning a pro- 
gram ol continuing orienta- 
tion in which students would 
be offered the option of con- 
tinuing to meet with their 
orientation leaders once 
classes start. 
"This would be a chance 
for the students to get 
together with their orienta- 
tion leader to talk about 
their experiences, ask ques- 
tions and tell us their 
needs." DeCrane said 
FINAL decisions on the 
program's content have not 
yet been made, but possbili- 
ties include seminars in job 
opportunities, topic discus- 
sions and programs from the 
counseling center. 
A meeting for students 
interested in becoming 
volunteer orientation 
leaders will be held at 7 p.m. 
Monday in the Forum. 
Student Services Bldg 
More information can be 
obtained from DeCrane^in 
the Student Activities 
Office, 405 Student Services 
Bldg 
Kissinger proclaims end       % 
to U.S.-Soviet trade pact 
• • • • 
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ni man Donald I.   Woodland i II In 
;'. iuinbusi.    said    he    expects    the 
liately     effective     bill     to     be 
"il    on   the   Senate   floor   by 
11 
leaders hope to send it to GOP Gov 
lamef  A.   Rhodes  for  his  signature 
i e Jan 36. the deadline for the state 
lake advantage of an estimated 16 
n in federal funds 
CIA activities 
■   tSHlNOIQN   lAPI-CIA   Director 
i:    Colby   yesterday   flatly 
I published reports that the spy 
.   conducted  a   massive  illegal 
. intelligence operation during 
< n administration 
However   Colby acknowledged to a 
appropriations   subcommittee 
'  agency   recruited or inserted 
ah.mi a dozen individuals into American 
n    circles"    as    part    of    a 
. ivei nmenl effort to determine whether 
American    radicals    were    receiving 
il i (oi m abroad 
tatty C. Palm»r taaches Aittology II, a Continuing 
Education course held on Wednesdays from 7-9 
p.m. Astrology II is one of 23 courses sponsored by 
th.      Continuing      Education      department, 
( N.wsphoto by Mik. Passarello) 
By The Assorlated Press 
Israeli officials, while 
expressing dismay over the 
collapse of the US-Soviet 
trade pact, pledged yester- 
day that the struggle for 
emigration of Soviet Jews 
would be renewed. 
Jewish dissidents in 
Moscow were saddened by 
the pact's demise. U.S busi- 
nessmen in the Soviet 
capital said that despite the 
development the Soviets still 
desperately want large scale 
trade with the United states 
The Kremlin simply 
reported Secretary of State 
Henry A. Kissinger's 
announcement of the col- 
lapse, including his pledge to 
keep seeking ways to 
improve trade between the 
two superpowers 
IN PARIS, there was spe 
dilation that Kissinger's 
announcement was really 
meant to blame Congress 
for the impasse 
Kissinger announced 
Tuesday night that the 
Soviet Union had stated it 
would not put the 1972 trade 
agreement into effect 
The Kremlin objected to 
recent U.S. legislation tying 
the pact to freer emigration 
of Jews and others and said 
this interfered with internal 
Soviet affairs 
In Jerusalem. Information 
Minister Aharon Yariv told 
parliament that the collapse 
of the agreement could 
"have a negative effect on 
emigration from the Soviet 
Union " 
BUT HE SAID Israel 
would continue its struggle 
for free Jewish emigration 
by appealing to other 
governments and interna 
tional organizations and 
staging protests 
Immigrant Absorption 
Minister Shlomo Rosen told 
the Israeli state radio the 
move was disturbing, but he 
believed that Moscow 
"needed detente with Wash- 
ington" too badly to give up 
the most favored nation 
status in the agreement 
He said his ministry would 
continue its preparation to 
receive an anticipated 60.000 
immigrants from all over 
the world in 1975 
Moshe Rixlin, director of 
the Jewish Agency, which 
has overall jurisdiction over 
immigration outside Israel. 
said the "struggle would go 
on " to bring Jews to Israel. 
Since the 1967 Middle East 
war. 100.000 Soviet immi- 
grants have arrived in 
Israel. Since then, however, 
the number has been 
dwindling 
In Moscow, a leading 
Jewish activist said the 
collapse of the trade pact 
was "very sad news." 
John T Connor Jr., head 
of the US-Soviet Trade 
Council Office, said the 
Soviets could send resident 
American businessmen 
home "for a cooling off' 
period, but I don't think' 
that's going to happen." 
The Soviets still have 
quite a bit of good will for 
this relationship, and.. 
anyway it's not the 
companies' fault that the 
Soviets couldn't live with the 
agreement " 
US -Soviet trade hit $1.4 
billion in 1973, largely 
because of the sale of S900 
million worth of U.S. grain. 
The 1974 volume barely 
touched $1 billion and U.S 
officials estimate a similar 
volume this year 
Recycled paper project profits plunge 
By Sally Arnold 
The University's 
recycling project has run 
into economy-related 
problems that are 
hindering its effectiveness, 
according to Brett 
Madsen. the program's 
graduate assistant 
While the price of 
recycled newsprint has 
dropped, transportation 
costs have risen and 
eliminated any profit that 
might be made. Madsen 
said 
In   addition,    he   said. 
student volunteer help is in 
short supply. 
Recycled paper once 
sold for $25 a ton But the 
price has dropped so 
drastically that the project 
recently sent 6.000 pounds 
of old paper to Toledo free 
of charge 
While recyclable paper 
is still in demand, the high 
cost of transportation has 
made the use of of virgin 
paper or pulpwood more 
profitable. Madsen said 
BECAUSE the recycl- 
able    paper   market    is 
flooded. Madsen said, 
much of it is being stored 
in warehouses until it 
again becomes profitable. 
Computer paper and tab 
cards are the only paper that 
remain profitable, he added 
profitable, he added. 
Madsen said he expects 
the market to improve in 
four or five months 
Another prublem is the 
need for the program to hire 
student, wurkers rather than 
depend on volunteers. 
Money to pay the students 
will come from the vice 
president for operations, and 
not the project's. 
But the University will 
continue with the project 
despite the problems, 
Madsen said, because 
administrator* are 
interested in eliminating 
recyclable paper from 
incinerator disposal. 
According to Environ- 
mental Protection Agency 
regulations. Madsen said the 
incinerators will be shut 
down June 30 
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PHI SI 
OPEN RUSH 
TONIGHT 
7pem.-9p.rn. 
RF.FRFSHMFNTS 
AH INI ' LCOME 
SIGMA NU FRATERNITY 
"Bring-a-mug" party TONIGHT 
7-9 P.M. 
All Interested 
Men Welcome 
We are located on the 
east side of new fraternity 
row - near Wooster 
SIGMA NU    i 
* * 
••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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PICTWtt? 
What picture? YOUR SENIOR PICTURE. Make your ap- 
pointment now by coming to the Key office, 310 Student 
Services Bldg. or by calling 372-0086. Photo sessions 
will be held the week of Jan. 20, 9 a.m.-6 p.m. daily. Get 
the picture? 
FRATERNITY 
OPEN HOUSES 
Tonight, Thursday 
Jan. 16, 1975 
from 7 to 9 p.m. 
All houses will 
be open to all 
interested men. 
Refunds 
LAST DAY FOR TICKET 
REFUNDS FOR THE TODD 
RUNDGREN CONCERT IS 
MONDAY, JAN. 20 
AT THE UNION TICKET OfFICE 
ALPHA SIGMA 
PHI 
RUSH... 
Tonight 8 o'clock 
ALL INTERESTED 
MEN WELCOME 
IN OLD FRATERNITY ROW, EAST OF ROCGERS 
(*jjem titifht/ 
REG.8"S0BSf\NPWlCH 
C«I.7Q> 
ONLV 
$1 New hrs. A until 2:00 a.m. everynight 
THURSDAYS until 3:00 a.m Fri & Sat. 
5-12. 
•CMOS* *H«n •SM.vi -U*«t» 'CMUO •RCJCU- 
■T0-.T0 
minimum (Wivtry is $1.50 
MOWS 
W.352-7571 
IOOMS.PWMM B.6. 
•.-.■.■ 
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Theater productions challenging 
Play selection time-consuming task 
ByJaaCenUro 
BctwMn phone call*. Dr 
AUcn S. White leaned back 
la hi* chair, surveying the 
books and theater potters 
that crowd his small South 
Hall office 
"I call myaelf the chief 
dark and traffic controller 
around here." said Dr 
White, associate professor 
of speech. "It's challenging 
and fun." 
His job includes selecting 
all the plays which will be 
produced by the University, 
including six major produc- 
tions In the Main Auditorium 
and sis showcase produc- 
tions in other locations on 
campus. 
"WE ARE committed to 
certain   types   of   produc- 
tions," Dr. White explained 
He said there is usually one 
children's play each year 
and the production of a play 
by the University's play 
wright-in residence. John 
Scott 
A bill of graduate one acts 
also are presented each 
quarter which provides what 
he called "a learning exper- 
ience for the graduate stu- 
dents." 
There is no real priority on 
what kinds of plays will be 
produced 
"We have to pick a play 
we can do." Dr White said 
explaining the need for uti 
lizing available directorial 
and acting talent. 
Dr White said the selec 
lion process for plays begins 
as soon as  the academic 
calendar is established rji 
the current (1W74 75) season 
although thr i rOCCSI begur 
last .lanunrv. tht In || ntaj 
was not selected until 
August, he said 
DR. WHITK SAID the pro 
cess begins when he iskl ;iii 
staff   iiiPiniH'T,   if  anyone 
would like to direct .■• pl.n 
for theconiinr 
He then ISkl the directors 
In submit .1 hM Hi flea plays 
they would ItVe In direct 
Students in the llieale; 
department all i rbmll pta] 
suggestions. 
Dr   White said I'II- pla) 
Ho- then chosen from the 
"overall general response 
By    using    tins    telectl in 
process   he  Mid   there   is 
usii.illv .• bal im ed iheatei 
LUNCH 
This-week only at 
PONDER0SA 
Regular $1.29 Lunch includes a sizzling Rib Eye 
or Chopped Steak, tossed salad, and warm roll 
with butter. 
Monday thru Saturday, 11 AM to 4 PM 
Ponderosa Steak House 
E. WOOSTER STREET 
ACROSS FROM FOOTBALL STADIUM 
COACHS 
^<>MxiHS 
Tami'dry 
WAA. 
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8 ' 
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 N SAVE 
Sunday I Monday ITiiPqddyi 
season with "not all 
ii needy, not all comedy, and 
n"t all farce " 
S( HF.DI I.INC, auditions, 
paperwork working out 
space assignments, getting 
equipment, producing pro 
prams and handling public- 
ity  are  also part  of  Dr. 
Whites responsibilities 
"We do theater for educa- 
tional purposes...for the stu- 
dents and the campus at 
large." Dr. White said. Any 
University student can 
become involved in theater, 
he   explained,   it   Is   not 
restricted to speech majors. 
Dr. White said that twice 
aa many plays are produced 
here as at other schools this 
size. 
"Given the size of the 
school and the size of the 
staff." he added, "I think we 
do an extraordinary Job." 
Towns hoping for fire funds 
By See Segaard 
A committee of city 
i liiiiiMsii;ii(Hs   from   five 
university   towns   hope  to 
convince the Itliodesadmini- 
itraUon   Ui   coajtlMM   state 
appropriation! for fire pro 
lection 
Howling   Cieen   receives 
VALENTINE 
CARDS 
& 
SAUNDERS 
CANDY 
Dorsey Drugs 
500! Wooster 
$49,000 annually for fire pro- 
. tectlon.    according    to 
Howard Rutter. city safety 
director. 
The Board of Regents and 
the State Budget 
Commission determine the 
amount of the appropriation 
by the number of students 
and the size of the com- 
munity, he explained 
"WHEN you have a Urge 
university in a small com- 
munity, it does put an addi- 
tional burden on the 
community as far as taxes 
are    concerned."     Rutter 
said 
Bowling Green has 
received money for two 
years, he said. The city has 
hired additional firemen and 
bought new fire equipment 
and a radio system for city 
police 
Rutter said it is too earlv 
to tell if the money will be 
continued in the Rhodes 
administration. The 
committee, he said, will try 
to convince the state of the 
importance of the funds 
Mr. Bojangles 
presents 
Country & Western Music 
with The Workingmen 
this Fri. & Sat. from 9-2:30 a.m. 
i 
I 
? 
SPECIAL NOTICE 
FALCON PIZZA 
359.121S is now 
offering 
352-1215 
1/3 OFF 
352-1215 
ALL PIZZAS & SUBS 
352-1215 
on 
Pick-up & eat-in orders only 
Free delivery is still available 
"Walk or drive over and save a buck" 
We're working to keep our 
Pizza Lovers - Pizza Lovers! 
This offer good thru June 1975!!! 
I 
» 
TWOAtLBfttPATT 
•■SSPCCMtSAMCC 
iSttWCCCNCCSCS 
• my one thing that makes a Big Mac taste great 
lot ol debCBua things put together 
Ian I that interesting? m, 
1050 S. MAIN 
1470 E. WOOSTER 
local briefs 
Student teachers 
There will be a series of one-hour meetings Monday in 
the Grand Ballroom. Union, for students who plan to 
student teach during fall quarter. 1975 
The first meeting will begin at 1 p.m. and the last will 
begin at 6 p.m. Applications and other necessary materials 
will be supplied at the meetings. 
Concert 
Lou Marini Jr., formerly with the jan-rock group Blood. 
Sweat * Tears IBST). will be performing with the 
University Symphony Orchestra at S p.m. Sunday in the 
Grand Ballroom Union. 
His performance at the University will feature his own 
compositions and one especially written by his father, Lou 
Marini Sr. associate professor of performing studies 
In addition, some BST tunes will be performed. The 
concert is free and open to the public. 
Veterans 
There are a limited number of work-study positions 
available in the Veterans Representative Office for winter 
and spring quarters. 
Veterans interested in working 100 hours at $2.50 an hour 
during either of the two quarters, should submit an appli- 
cation by Tuesday to 450 Student Services Bldg 
Fulltime enrollment is a requirement for eligibility, and 
disabled veterans receiving Vocational Rehabilitation 
Benefits will be given preference 
Biology trip 
Preparations have begun within the biology department 
to attend a week-long seminar during spring break in 
marine biology. 
On March 14. it persons, including students, graduate 
assistants and professors from the University biology 
department will travel in trailers, station wagons and a 
truck to Ocean Springs. Miss., to gain practical knowledge 
of the marine science. 
Ronald M. Kolojek. graduate student i A&Si. described 
the trip as "a perfect way to collect specimens and see 
what we learned about in the 10 weeks of book learning." 
The Ocean Springs area offers estuary, marsh and ocean 
environments to study, Kolojek said. 
According to Kolojek, the specimens collected on the 
Mississippi trip will be used in the classroom next year 
The biology department will buy only those specimens 
used for special experiments. 
The program, which is associated with the Gulf Coast 
Research Lab, offers college and graduate credit. 
The Windsor Tower 
will be an inferno 
when the flamin Phi 
Mu's arrive! 
Have fun this weekend! 
Have You Seen The Latest Listing Of: 
1. Sponsors available for 
independent studies 
together with their areas 
of interest? 
2. Departmental indepen- 
dent studies policies? 
3. Departmental credit-by- 
exam policies? 
NOW AVAILABLE FROM 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 
541 EDUCATION BLDG. 
^ SIGMA CHI wou,d,ike 
to congratulate their new officers 
President - Bruce Kraus 
Vice President - Mike DeJohn 
Treasurer - Chuck Kowal 
Recording Sec • Bob Winner 
Corresponding Sec - Tom Russo 
Pledge Trainer - John Mika 
Rush • Chuck Faerber 
Social - John Antonio 
Ritual - Rob Harbottle 
I.F.C. - Randy Hathaway 
Public Relations - John Ziemke 
House Manager - Tom Shambo 
Kitchen Steward • Tom Mahle 
Scholarship - Mike Under 
Historian - Greg Herbert 
And specialJhanks-to~th~ep 
- old~b~fficers: 
 1 J 
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Tips from greenhouse 
Good luck' grows plants 
By J«dl Skrlder 
Green-thumbed people o( Rowling Clreen. take heart' 
The University greenhouse personnel understand how it 
(eels to have every plant you ever touch wither up and die. 
and they are glad to give information and help to the would 
be horticulturist. 
According to Joe Baker, full-time staff member, the main 
difference between green and brown thumbs is luck 
"The person who has luck with house plants usually 
haphazardly stumbles on the right way lo care for them." he 
said "This doesn't mean that you can't learn to care foi 
your plants. The person with a brown thumb has bad luck 
and then doesn't make the effort to find out what he •< doing 
wrong." 
No matter what color your thumb is, a visit to Ihe 
greenhouse, near the Industrial Technology Huilding. is a 
great way to spend an afternoon 
THE FACILITY houses more than 2.000 plants, and at any 
one time there are usually several varieties in bloom. Baker 
said. Right now, orchids, jade. Christmas cactus and 
several other plants have colorful blossoms 
The greenhouse is operated by the biology department [at 
teaching and research purposes Hut. Or Richard T 1'ishcr. 
professor and chairman of biological sciences, uM. "We 
are always glad lo help anyone who has probleroi with his 
own plants " 
Dr. Fisher said that when people have problemi growing 
plants at home, most of the time it is either iloe to 
something the grower is doing wrong, oi insect Infestation 
"II helps to see the plant of course," be said, "but we can 
try to give tips over the phone." 
PLANTS TO BE grown at home should be bought from a 
greenhouse rather than a florist. Baker said. 
The best way to buy plants Is to know what you want 
before you go shopping," he advised. "You have to take Into 
account how much light you have available and other 
[actors such as humidity and temperature, and then shop for 
plants that will grow well In the environment you can 
provide 
Baker said it is also a good idea to know what the plant 
should look like before buying It. 
If you are looking for a plant that Is short and bushy," be 
said, and the one you find Is tall and spindly, you can figure 
it tin t too healthy." 
ACCORDING to Baker, one good hint for purchasing 
c-.ictus is lo squeeze the fleshy part of the plant. If It feels 
soft or mushy, don't buy it 
Cacti and other plants that like hot sun are housed In a 
separate room of the greenhouse that approximates a desert 
environment There is also a tropical room where a banana 
ti M .ind a palm grow directly out of the ground. 
Maker's main job is to care for the plants In the 
greenhouse Watering, insect control, fertilization and 
propagation lake up most of his time, he said. 
Ml of the plants have different needs." he added. "If you 
can provide the environment the plant needs, there's no 
reason why even a brown-thumbed person can't grow 
gorgeous African violets " 
D. MADAR 
THE GENTLEMEN'S CLOTHIER 
109 SOUTH MAIN ST. 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 
$250,000 MEN'S WEAR 
LIQUIDATION SALE 
CONSISTING OF OUR ENTIRE AND COMPLETE STOCK - EVERY ARTICLE IN EVERY DEPT. IN OUR 
STORE ON SALE WITHOUT RESERVE AT THE MOST DRASTIC PRICE REDUCTIONS! THE LOW 
PRICES AND QUALITY TELL THE STORY! 
J.D. Madar is known throughout the Northwest Ohio area 
(or handling such nationally known 
BRAND NAMES AS 
EAGLE 
PIERRE CARDIN 
ARTHUR RICHARDS 
TRINITY PARK 
CMCKETEER 
JOHNNY CARSON 
ROBERT BRUCE 
INTERWOVEN 
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX 
GLENEAGLES 
HERMAN PHILLIPS 
JOCKEY 
HANES 
VAN HEUSEN 
VVICKFIELD 
OXFORD HALL 
OXFORD NECKWEAR 
SERO 
HUBBARD 
ROBERT LEWIS 
CRESC0 
RESILIO 
AUSTIN REED 
WICKBURY 
PUBLIC 
NOTICE 
VALUES BARGAINS DISCOUNTS 
Call them what you will It is our belief -hat a BARGAIN is a BARGAIN only when it is regular BRAND NAME merchandise from 
our regular stocks that conditions have forced a genuine - worth while MARKDOWN to be applied causing a meaningful 
reduction in price This way of thinking has made it well known throughout the Bowling Green area and for a great distance 
around our store that our SALES provide the people with WELL DESERVED RELIEF FROM TODAY'S SKY ROCKETING PRICES 
- TRUE MONEY SAVING VALUES on America's finest men's wearing apparel and furnishings of lasting worth - Apparel you 
can be proud to own We do our utmost throughout the year to bring you the finest of QUALITY - NAME BRANDS AND 
STYLING - all new each season In line with our iron bound policy of carrying no merchandise from one season to another 
now comes the Greatest Genuine Money Saving event of our business career OUR ENTIRE INVENTORY MUST BE 
LIQUIDATED AT WHOLESALE COSTS TO RAISE CASH DURING THIS TROUBLESOME PERIOD OF RECESSION AND 
INFLATION. THIS SALE WILL INCLUDE ALL CURRENT WINTER AND SPRING DELIVERIES, MANY OF WHICH HAVE JUST 
ARRIVED! We promise you won't be disappointed. 
GREAT 
SALE DAYS 
Thursday & Friday 9:30 A.M. to 9 P.M. 
Saturday 9:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M. 
• NO REFUNDS 
• NO PHONE ORDERS 
• NO EXCHANGES 
• NO MAIL ORDERS 
PRICES REDUCED UP TO 80% 
rol35M 
MENS 
OUR OF A GROUP OF 
BETTER MENS SUITS 
LOW. LOW, PRICE OF.. 
49 88 
$35 MENS 
SPORT COATS 
SELECT GROUP OF MENS 
DOUBLE KNIT SPORT COATS 
BROKEN SIZES. THEY GO AT... 
12 88 
VALUES TO     2500 
MENS SLACKS 
SELECT GROUP OF MENS 
DRESS SLACKS IN ALL 
SIZES, LARGE SIZES 
INCLUDED, WILL GO QUICKLY AT.. 
2 49 
SELECT GROUP 
OF MENS DRESS SHIRTS 
FANTASTIC VALUES IN THIS 
GROUP OF FAMOUS BRANDS 
WHICH REGULARLY RETAIL 
1? to 25, PRICED TO MOVE AT... 
5 88 
THOUSANDS OF ARTICLES ON SALE NOT ADVERTISED ALL MARKED DOWN - NOTHING RESERVED - NOTHING HELD BACK 
MENS BELTS 
SELECT GROUP OF FIRST 
QUALITY MENS LEATHER 
Et&TS IN ALL STYLES AND SIZES 
MUST AND WaL SELL OUT AT ... 
2 95 
THE NATION'S HOTTEST FASHION ITEM 
MENS LEISURE 
SUITS REGULAR 
PRICED 90 to 115" 
WILL START AT- 
4495 SLEEVELESS SWEATERS   788 
VESTS, REGULAR PRICES 
AT 12 TO 15 WILL 
SELL QUICKLY AT... 
FAMOUS MAKE 
NECKTIES 
50 DZ HIGH QUALITY MENS 
NECKWEAR REG. PRICED 
WILL BE SACRIFICE AT... 
2 88 
FAMOUS MAKER 
MENS VESTED SUITS 
REGULAR 185" 
11488 
LEATHER TRENCH 
COATS 
REGULAR 135" 
»TO 
188 
/[     THE GENTLEMEN'S CLOTHIER 
•^ 109 Sooth Main, Bowling Green, Ohio 
STOCK UP ON 
MENS UNDERWEAR 
AND PAJAMAS 
ALL 
REDUCED 
BULKY KMT 
SWEATERS 
REG.'21 to'25 
HALF PRICE 
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Musicals revived in 'hard times 
1
   Manecfce 
in    tin'    money. 
 v   We've 
h ii ii lakes to 
the  lyrics "I  the 
("I'llliCI       III GOM 
1933      written 
height   ol    the 
I  I 
,       'ii     maybe 
i  .   Uioy    mean 
iiidlencai 
film classic 
1
. \    did    to 
audiences in the lean years 
of the 1930s. 
According to Tim 
Scheurer, an associate at 
the Center for the Study of 
Popular Culture, today's 
political and economic 
unrest may be one reason 
why more Americans are 
again escaping to movie 
theaters to watch musicals, 
just as they did 40 years ago 
A nostalgic film such as 
"That's Entertainment,'' 
which   appeals   largely   to 
older age groups, seems to 
have succeeded in attracting 
younger audiences. 
According to a December 
issue of Variety, the film 
has grossed more than $9 
million. And to do that, 
today's films must attract 
18- to 3S-year olds, the prime 
movie-going audience. 
Why do college students 
attend showings of a 
musical montage like 
"That's Entertainment," or 
a classic such as "Singing in 
the Rain?' 
"It's a combination of 
cult, camp and nostalgia." 
according to Scheurer 
"It's absurd, insane, it 
means absolutely nothing 
and yet at the same time it's 
funny. A musical gives you 
an emotional experience." 
he added 
According to Scheurer. 
there are three types of film 
musicals that appeal to 
college age audiences 
The first Is a 
"contemporary modified 
rock-jazz musical." such as 
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during lunch hours. "The 
noon hours are the most 
difficult to schedule." be 
said. 
"The volume of jobs is 
down at this point in time 
over last year." he said. 
"But I'm uncertain why." 
Zimmerman said there 
seems to be less than usual 
job turnover this quarter. 
Students who had campus 
jobs last quarter are appar- 
ently hanging on to them 
this quarter," he said 
Fewer job openings are 
available also to students 
seeking off-campus employ- 
Dial Falcon 
Hotline 
372-BGSU 
ment. Zimmerman added 
"This could be caused by 
the generally poor economic 
situation, by departmental 
cutbacks In employment or 
by over-spending." he said. 
"At first we thought we 
had fewer job listings 
because employers needed 
time to finalize their work 
schedules and assess their 
needs." he explained "But 
by now most employers 
should have been able to do 
this." 
However, he said he is 
hopeful that more jobs will 
become available within the 
next few weeks. 
Meanwhile, all classifica- 
tions of rampus employes 
have received a nickel pay 
increase effective Jan. 1 
when the minimum wage on 
campus was raised from 
$1 65 to (1 TO The raise will 
appear on paychecks issued 
Jan 24 
Co-op to remain open 
The University Co-op. in the Cenlrex Building, is 
offering its services again this quarter The $1 
membership fee entitles students lo buoks. records and 
other articles which are sold at reduced rates Non- 
members may sell their books through Hie <'» op. but only 
members may buy 
The Co-op is not subsidized by University funds and 
depends upon student patronage In heller serve 'he student 
body 
DOONESBURY 
"Godspell" or "Jesus Christ 
Superstar." 
Second are nostalgic 
musicals like "That's 
Entertainment." which, 
judging from box office 
receipts, appeals heavily to 
younger audiences 
And lastly, "star 
vehicles films that base 
their appeal' on their star- 
are popular 
"Star vehicle" films 
include motion pictures like 
"Funny Girl." which 
starred Barbra Streisand 
Students can see vintage 
films on campus this 
quarter in a program 
sponsored by the English 
and popular culture 
departments 
The films, which are free, 
will be shown every Sunday 
night at 7 in 105 Manna Hall 
According to Scheurer. 
some of the outstanding 
films to be shown include 
-"Gold Diggers of 1(33," 
an "all-dancing, all-singing 
film" with musical numbers 
staged by Busby Berkeley, 
will be presented this 
Sunday: 
--"Yankee Doodle 
Dandy," in which Jimmy 
Cagney fans can see him 
portraying George M. 
Cohan, will be shown Feb. 9: 
-"Singing in the Rain." 
thought by many critics to 
be the best musical ever 
made It stars Gene Kelly 
and Debbie Reynolds, and 
will be shown Feb. 23; 
--"Good News." a musical 
portraying college life in the 
1940s It will be shown 
March 2 
by Garry Trudeau 
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CAMPUS CALENDAR 
Thursday. January 16.1975 
Cheryl Miller, an IBM Sales Representative, will be Ihe gucsl 
speaker al Ihe Center lor font Learning from 12-1 today Bru»n 
has lunch 
The Chrislian Science Organization will hold a testimony meeting 
tonight al 6 15 in Prout Chapel All are warmly invited 
The World Sludent Association will meet today from 2-4 in Hm 16 
ol Williams Hall   Colfee hour sponsored by dlflerent clubs and 
.ISSIH lotions 
The Indian Association will sponsor the International Coffee Hour 
today Irom 2-4 pin in the International Lounge of Williams Hall 
Open In all 
The Career and Technology Department will sponsor an Open 
Photography l.ab tonight from 7 pm -10 pm in Rm 232 ol the Tech 
Uldg Open lo Ihe BOSH Academic Community Chemicals are 
supplied Bring your own pnnl paper A lee ol 150 per session will 
be charged to your bursar's bill 
LOST AND FOUND 
1 f. roommate, turn apt a c. 
free laundry facilities, between 
campus, town Call 353 0055 
Kemale to sub-lease apartment 
Will pay one half of first 
month's rent Call 352 0103 
Female roommate needed 
winlet and spring qi*. near 
campus 352-6957 
M roommate lo share 3 bdrm 
house |I90 mo John. 3524689 
alter 6 pm 
PERSONALS 
Debi. Congratulations and best 
ol luck on Little Major" Tern 
t Dave 
Spa 7th and High Street 
Thesies typing • 352-7265 
LOST: Brown wallet in Men's 
gym Sentimental value. No 
questions asked. 352-5577. 
REWARD 
LOS I' 
0467 
LOST: Black umbrella. M Sc 
340 I  10 75 Call 354-7954 
Partv   Room  Available 
6248 
352- 
Red pocket knife   352- 
LOST Please' 1 lost 3 rings in 
December in the second floor 
sludenl services* women's John 
One a birthday gift Have a 
heail Reward of (10. Thanks 
Call 353-1093 
LOST Tan purse at 225 Ashley 
Reward offered No questions 
asked 3725263 
LOST: Lost on campus; gold 
wire rim glasses 354-8442 
Reward. 
HELP WANTED 
WANTED Person who desires 
lo earn money, ski free and 
represent Vermont's top ski 
resort by marketing ski 
packages. Call Immediately 
Michael Lynch 1 216*72-4572 
Babysitter Tues 4 Weds 9-5: 
provide own transportation 
Call 352-6864 alter 6 pm 
SERVICES OFFERED 
The Arrangement Beaute Salon. 
121 E. Court. 352-4101 Carol's 
grand opening 
Piano lessons offered Contact 
Diane. 352-4010.  
Need PHOTOGRAPHS? 
Portraits.       passports. 
applications, senior specials 
WKISSBHOD Studio. IS W. 
Wposter 354-4041  
Typing QOTHt-352 7105 
Abortion information service 
starting rate S125. Clinic very 
close to area 1-24 week 
pregnancy terminated by 
licensed certified gynecologist 
Modern techniques and finest 
facilities. Immediate 
arrangements will be made 
with no hassle. Call collect. 24 
hour service 1-216-631-1557 
STORE YOUR BICYCLE THIS 
WINTER Guaranteed safely 
for your bike with inside 
storage. Only 110 HH&lt 310 N 
Main 334-5S43  
CUSTOM ENGAGEMENT 
RINGS BY PHILIP MORTON. 
THE WORKING HANDCRAFT 
CENTER, 513 CONNEAUT. 
Decisions? Need to talk? 
Emotional a Material 
Pregnancy Aid. 352-4336  
WANTED  
I male wants to share apt 352- 
8108 after 4  
Room for male in Family 
house, 2 blocks Irom Univ 
Library, avail Immed 352-8876 
alter 7 p.m.  
FILM EXTRAS NEEDED 
SATURDAY. JANUARY 18TH. 
AT 10:90 AM PLACE 400 
MOSELEY HALL  
Female roommate needed, 
winter spring quarters. 352-5906 
or 552-4848 free rent until Feb 
15th 
Authentic American Indian 
Jewelry 354-7443       
The brothers of SAK wish to 
congratulate l.iida Lesko and 
Bob House on Iheir 
engagement Hood luck and best 
wishes 
The brothers ol SAE wish to 
congratulate Debbie Ptddock 
and Dave Fairs on Iheir 
engagement l.uod luck and best 
wishes 
The brothers ol SAE wish to 
congratulate Mark Kuzio and 
Kathy Malhes on iheir AX and 
SAK pinning 
BETA TBBTA HI RUSH 
PARTY TONIGHT!  
Kappa Sigma Little Sis Rush 
All interested women welcome 
Jan 16. 19 20 7-9 pm at the 
house 
Go lo Florida Learn to SCUBA 
Dive for 50« A complete trip to 
Florida over Spring break with 
BGSC Scuba Club Rattle 
tickets 50c Details at 372-5857 
Abortion Information - Finest 
medical care available al the 
lowest cost. Immediate 
appointments Toll free 1-800- 
438-3710.  
Three Chi O's have found Iheir 
men. It's lime to Ue the knot 
again! Congratulations to Chris, 
Sue and Marty Much happiness 
on your engagements. 
DEBRA. what a wholloping 
experience' Thanx for Ihe great 
paddle  your BETA Big, David. 
BETA THETA PI  Rush  Party 
tonight1 7 00-8 30 See what an 
off-campus fraternity is all 
about'   Rides  available  in all 
dorms at 6 45 
FOR SALE 
Apt.     to    sublet 
1141/mo 352 5967 
spring    qt 
Fern roommate winter/spring. 
MS/mo. rent pd. thru March 1st 
Come meel 1) l) s Foxy Little 
Sis s Thurs Jan 16 79 All 
interested men invited 
Angel Flight Information Night. 
Sunday. January 19 at 700 pm 
2W Memorial Hall. 
Interested in CRISIS PHONE' 
Open informational meeting for 
volunteers and the just 
"curious " Thurs. Jan 16 7:30 
pm I'CF Center. 
Are you CHILDLESS by choice? 
I need married people to fill out 
a survey No obligations! Call 
Sheila 1530095   
Want Bailor Favors. T-shirts or 
Jerseys''  Call Gary 352 5265 
eve. 383-5353.  
MMUSIC MAJORS*! 
We buy and sell your used music 
Texts and Method hooks Little 
Okie Music Shoppe. 138 North 
Main St   BG  
Student discount memberships 
now available  Bee Gee Health 
Maranta amp 4240 Quad 353- 
3561.  
STEREO UNIT - FM AM, 
turntable,    speakers,    very 
reasonable 352-7813 after 5 
Scuba Accessories for sale 
Camera, wt. belt, wet suit. 
depth gauge, etc. 353-7940. 
1989 VW Fastback. new paint 
job. recently returned. 31295.00 
or best offer Moving must sell 
Call 353-9771.  
Brand new YASHICA 
ELECTRO 35 mil. 10000. 352- 
5322 
LR^OOO 380 watL 4 channel. 
AM FM receiver SQ Logic   3 
mlhs old Retail S579. must 
sell 1450. 352-4197.  
BR1GGS SHOE REPAIR 
behind State Savings M0 S. 
Main 19-5 30 Daily 9-12:00Sal 
87 Ambassador. 4door PS P 
B 8 cycl good transportation 
Call 353-8811 after 5 pm.  
1972 AUDI. 100 LS red with 
white interior, air. stereo. 4 spd. 
10-24 MPG 3300 or best offer 
Doug. 172-4814  
FOR RENT  
Preferred Property Rentals, 
bouses and apartments. 352- 
9371.  
Cherry Hill Village luting 
Club house with indoor heated 
pool. Office hours 9-6 M-F. 883 
Napoleon Rd. Suite 5.383-6341. 
Hartman has that look 
ThuceWy, Jemwe»y I*. im, Tn»> SO Nm/Pq. 7 
By Mark Glover 
SporU Editor 
If BG's Mike Hartman 
does not continue playing 
hockey, he might get a job 
dealing blackjack in Las 
Vegaa. He just has that look 
about him. 
Hartman has deep, pene- 
trating eyes and a mouth 
that can instantly form an 
intimidating sneer on the 
ice. He can bury his bead 
into bis powerful shoulders 
and make you feel ill at 
ease. Not only that, be has 
the quick hands that are a 
major part of the card- 
dealer's trade. 
BUT THE freshman's 
future is not in the smoke- 
filled card rooms. He is a 
hockey player-100 per cent. 
Rarely does a freshman 
dominate the action in his 
first year of varsity college 
competition, but that is 
exactly what Hartman has 
done in his initial campaign 
at Bowling Green. In his 
first two games as a Falcon 
last November, the hard- 
nosed center tallied three of 
the nine goals BG scored at 
Notre Dame. 
Since that time, it has 
been more of the same with 
Hartman charging relent- 
lessly toward the opposing 
nets in every encounter 
In 21 games this season. 
the BG rookie has scored 22 
goals and notched 17 assists 
while    skating    on    an 
offensive line with Jack 
Laine and veteran Rich 
Nagai on the wings. The 
statistics would normally 
belong to a junior or senior 
skater, but Hartman has 
adopted quickly to the 
college game 
HARTMAN talked about 
the transition from high 
school level hockey to 
college skating last 
Saturday after the Falcons 
clobbered McMaster. 12-4. 
Dan Garfield 
Discipline key to winning 
By Dan GarfleM 
AiiisUat Sports Editor 
ICE HOUSE HAPPENINGS: 
Have the Falcon ice-fighting grizzlies turned into timid 
teddy bears this year? 
Last year, the roughhouse gang of Roger Archer. Kevin 
Mac-Donald. Duffy Smith and Jack Laine kept the opposition 
in its place with a few left jabs to the jaw and a right hook in 
the bread basket 
But those days could be extinct The "Ice House Gang'' 
has been showing its strength on the scoreboard and not 
making time in the penalty box. 
The McMaster series last weekend lacked the fisticuffs 
and "alley hockey" usually displayed when these two 
schools get together Left winger Laine said a different 
mental attitude, stronger discipline and preparation this 
season has helped him and the team refrain from rough 
retaliation 
"Any other team would have kept fighting with them 
(McMaster)." Laine said, "but we knew we were better 
than them-at least five goals better. We're not number nine 
in national rankings for nothing." the right-winger said 
after last Friday's 14-0 slaughter of the Marlins "They got 
their beating on the scoreboard " 
THE FALCONS are currently ranked number seven in the 
national poll this week after the double-dumping of 
McMaster The Minnesota Gophers remain the top college 
hockey team this week in the WMPL radio-station poll 
(Hancock. Mich ) after splitting with Notre Dame over the 
weekend Michigan State is ranked second 
THE RINK Hit spirit club is sponsoring a bus trip to St 
Louis March 7-8 for the Central Collegiate Hockey 
Association (CCHAI championships. The trip includes 
motor coach transportation (rom Bowling Green to St. Louis 
and back, two night accommodation at the Forest Park 
Quality Inn in St. Louis and reserved seat tickets to all 
hockey games. For prices and other information along with 
an application, go to the Ice Arena skate shop 
THE FALCON CLUB hockey team is having a rough time 
producing victories this season. However, the club icers (3- 
2-1) notched a big 14-3 win last Saturday night against 
Toledo at the Ice Arena Tom Weisbarth and Mark Broz led 
Congratulations to: 
Jerri Sanderson 
New Sigma Chi 
Sweetheart 
Love, The Sisters of Phi Mu 
COME OUT AND SEE 
THE ADVANTAGE OF AN 
OFF CAMPUS FRATERNITY 
BETA THETA PI 
RUSH TONIGHT 
7:00-8:30 
RIDES FROM DORM 
MAIN DESKS AT 7:00 
REFRESHMENTS SERVED 
the BG attack with two goals apiece 
HERE'S ANOTHER episode in the "famous firsts" story 
Freshmen Dan Brown and Randy Schuchard have made 
their marks in this category. 
In his first college game at the lee Arena Tuesday night. 
Brown scored a goal on his first shot in the 8-1 win over St. 
Clair 
Schuchard scored his first collegiate goal last Friday 
night on a 2S-foot slap shot (rom the right side sending the 
puckster into utter hysteria The rookie icer jumped up and 
down before crashing into the boards with delight When 
asked if he plans to explode with excitement every time he 
scores, he answered, "just lor the first goal and the 20th." 
It looks like there is going to be another showdown this 
year for the national scoring title Last season. Michigan 
State's Steve Colp and Tom Ross finished first and second 
respectively in the nation. Colp tallied 96 points and Ross 
touted 88 
BG's Bob Dobek is making his move again Dobek finished 
third in the nation in 1974. but this year he is only one point 
from the top Tom Ross, brother of BG's Doug Ross, is the 
nation's top scorer with 57 points (24 goals and 33 assists I 
Dobek has IS goals and 41 assists for 56 points. Colp. is down 
the line with 13 goals and 29 assists (or 42 points 
In BG and CCHA scoring, the threesome ol Dobek, Ross 
and freshman Mike Hartman form the top three scorers in 
the conference. Dobek has 56 points, while Ross totals 46 
and Hartman has 39 
FOR HIS six-goal, five-assist effort against McMaster 
last weekend. Doug Ross was voted by fans as "Falcon ol 
the week " Steve Murphy was the top ballot winner in 
Tuesday's St. Clair win 
"Its a lot better here (at 
BG instead of high school)." 
he said It's a better set up 
The training is better, the 
coaching is a lot better and 
it's just a more sophisti- 
cated system." 
So far, Hartman has not 
shown any symptoms of the 
dreaded rookie disease 
known as "freshman 
jitters." In fact, he is 
usually the aggressor on the 
ice challenging the older 
opposition 
"I'm just determined, 
that's all." said Hartman 
with a smile 
Apparently, Hartman has 
been determined for most of 
his athletic life The Don 
Mills, Ont native scored 59 
goals in 43 games while 
playing for the Richmond 
Hill Rams hockey club in 
Canada He also captained 
the Ontario Junior Hockey 
All-Stars against a touring 
junior team from Finland 
before coming to BG. 
Perhaps the most 
interesting part of 
Hartman's game is the 
physical nature of his shot 
The center takes an 
abnormally roundhouse 
backswing before coming 
through with tremendous 
velocity Although he may 
not have the hardest shot on 
the team, it certainly 
creates that illusion. 
DURING LAST Friday 
night's game, one BG fan 
commented. "He winds up 
like a cobra " That 
describes the intimidating 
nature of the shot as well as 
any book 
With a tough series with 
Ohio State coming up this 
weekend and an equally 
demanding series of games 
after that with Central 
Collegiate Hockey Associ- 
ation foes, fans can look for 
(his particular cobra to do a 
lot of striking with a shot as 
deadly as any venom. 
t CANNONBALL ADDERLY   * 
Jazz Concert, Saturday Feb. 2 
I Grand ballroom, 8:00 
-> Tickets $3-$4 at Union Ticket Office 
Sponsored by UAO 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Fraternity Rush 
Time:        8:00-11:00 P.M. 
When:    Thursday, January 16 
Where:   Ice Arena Lounge 
BEER - SNACKS 
Rides Available 
Call Matt at 352-7345 
NOW! ALL PERFORMANCES! 
ADULTS 4.00- CHILD 50c 
3HDHHB 
JHiA7R{ 
HELD OVER! 
EVENINGS ONLY 
7:00-10:00 
Nearly 4,000,000 people (Equal to the combined population ol the cities 
of Cleveland, Baltimore, Atlanta, Dallas/Fort Worth & San Francisco) saw 
"The Trial of Billy Jack"... 
During its opening week alone! Shattering the all- 
time box office record for the opening week of any 
motion picture. 
The Trial 
BillyJack 
BIGGER, BETTER, MORE 
COURAGEOUS THAN "BILLY JACK", 
Starring DELORES TAYLOR 
and TOM LAUGHLIN 
tFO|g=gg From Warner Bros ^J A Warner Communication! Company 
Back 
door 
Ivor the aggressor. Falcon cantor Mike Hartman (8) attempts 
lo sneak intid* lor a goal againtl St. Clair lo»t Tuesday night 
at  the Ice  Arena.  The Falcont won  the game easily,  8-1       s. 
(Newsphoto by Steve Ancik) •; 
AWWWVWV 
Dial Falcon Hotline 372-BGSU 
B»a«**S6S30SS*3»3»**%S 
JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE 
NOW ON 
WINTER SPORTSWEAR NOW 
30% to 50% off 
SPECIALS 
All tweed & velveteen hats  30% of f 
All wool flack*  40% off 
Cardigan sweaters  40% off 
Acrylic knit blouses  40% off 
(turn back cuff) 
Many unadvertised bargains 
THE POWDER PUFF 525Rdgest 
« MODEL OPEN... 
NOON TILL 5 P.M. 
«* fi 
4$ 
CAMPUS MANOR 
APARTMENTS 
BEHIND BURGER CHEF & MR. ED'S PIZZA PUB 
NEXT TO STERLING MILK & D0RSEY DRUG 
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER & FALL OF 1975 
OPENINGS FOR 1-4 STUDENTS 
TO FILL 4-MAN APTS. 
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES 
13 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR 
• New • Modern -Furnished - Cable T.V. 
• 2 min. Walk to Campus 
• 5 min. Walk to Downtown 
• 25 business establishments at your front door 
• Entrance doors secured at all times 
• Large freezer for additional food savings 
• Intercom between apartments & entrance 
• Free parking at your front door 
• Gas barbeque grill for the gourmet cook 
• No car required, save on gas, parking & operating cost 
• No long walks on those zero winter days in mud & slush 
• Well lighted streets between apts., campus and shopping areas 
• Friendly Helpful Landlords  
FOR THE CREAM OF THE CROP, 
GO CAMPUS MANOR 
FROM '240.00 PER PERSON PER QUARTER 
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED EXCEPT ELECTRIC 
. MODEL OPEN NOON TILL 5 P.M. WEEKDAYS 
*$,% 352-9302 
*8T4rff EVENINGS A ND WEEKENDS 
*«£*?* 352-7365 
t&A. 
* 
V 
Falcons lose fifth 
Hot-shooting CMU triumphs 
By Dick Reel 
Assistant Sports Editor 
MT. PLEASANT, Mich - 
The winners were very 
fundamental. They put the 
ball in the basket -at a pace 
of 54 per cent 
Central Michigan 
University I CMU) used its 
outstanding field goal 
percentage to defeat 
Bowling Green's basketball 
team. 83-73, before 4.400 
fans at Dan Rose Center last 
night 
The Chippewas, now 10-1 
overall and 3-0 in the Mid- 
American Conference 
(MAC), took a 13-point lead 
at the 7 02 mark of the first 
half behind a seven point 
scoring spree They never 
were seriously threatened 
after that 
IK, NOW 7-5 overall and 
3-2 in the MAC. lost its third 
straight contest and its 
fourth in the last five 
outings. 
Senior guard Jim McElroy 
was the top gun for CMU as 
he poured in a game high 24 
points on 10 field goals and 
four free throws 
Falcon head coach Pat 
Haley decided to go with a 
zone defense to surprise the 
Chippewas His strategy did 
not work, and BG ended up 
playing man-to-man 
throughout much of the 
contest. 
CMU appeared to be taken 
aback by BG's zone in the 
opening minutes of the 
game It quickly adjusted 
and broke out to a 17-7 lead 
with 13 minutes left before 
half time. 
The Falcons then cut the 
margin to six points before 
the Chippewas scored seven 
unanswered points to take a 
30-17 lead 
THE     FALCONS,     who 
were once again confronted 
with a zone defense by their 
opponents, trailed at 
halftime. 44-31 BG shot 45 
per cent for the game, but 
its halftime percentage was 
poor 134 per cent I. 
BG abandoned its zone 
midway through the first 
half and CMU took 
advantage of the change 
McElroy did most of the 
damage, tallying 14 markers 
in the first period 
The closest BG could get 
in the second half was nine 
points (71-62) at the 652 
mark 
Guard Jeff Montgomery 
paced the Falcon attack 
with 22 points Co-captain 
Cornelius Cash supported 
him with 20 tallies 
Freshman Ron Hammye. 
making his first varsity 
start, scored 10 points and 
grabbed 11 rebounds Larry 
Wingate hit seven points. 
Skip Howard and Jay 
Underman had six apiece 
and Mark Cartwright had 
two 
Dan Roundfield. the MAC 
second leading scorer going 
into the contest, had 19 
points for the Chippewas 
Leonard Drake had 17 and 
Jim Helmink scored 16 
points as CMU got balanced 
scoring 
Roundfield dominated the 
board action as he hauled 
down a game-high 16 
rebounds 
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Tankers top Ashland College 
Falcon eager Ron Hammye (35) grabs a rebound during last 
weekend's action against Miami. The freshman center scored 
D r\ r\f\i I fin 10 points and snared 11 rebounds in his first varsity starting 
assignment last night against Central Michigan. (Newsphoto 
by Bob Harmeyer) 
By Pete Englehart 
Staff Writer 
Second place finishes 
usually are not good enough 
to win swimming "neets, but 
the Falcon tankers jsed 10 
runner-up performances last 
night to down visiting 
Ashl.ind College i AC). 63-50 
The Falcons placed at 
least second in every event 
but one against the Eagles 
as they upped their season 
mark to 2-1. The win also 
gives BG a 4-2 series lead 
and stretches the borne pool 
advantage over AC to 3-0. 
Hut many of head coach 
Tom Slubbs' swimmers 
were not satisfied with 
merely finishing second as 
they also won seven of the 
meet's 13 events. 
Jerry Itlasc*k 
THINGS DID  not  go as 
expected in the beginning, 
however, as the Eagles took 
advantage of a missed BG 
turn to come from behind in 
the third leg of the medley 
relay and win the first 
event 
Although Stubbs explained 
after the meet that the 
initial setback was bis- 
appointing, he did not make 
lineup changes after the 
loss 
"We expect to win the 
first relay, but our fly 
(butterfly) was slow and 
that turn messed us up." 
Stubbs said "Actually 
though, after the relay we 
did a workmanship job the 
rest of the meet." 
Dave Ryland quickly 
relieved the frustration by 
posting a new pool and 
varsilv record of 10:16 in the 
1000-yard freestyle The per- 
formance, the third best 
time recorded in the Mid- 
American Conference 
(MACl this year, breaks his 
own record by over ten 
seconds. 
Sophomore Jeff Liedel 
complimented Hyland's re- 
cord-breaking win by taking 
second place to even the 
score, 8-8 l.iedel's finish 
started a BG rally that found 
the Falcons finishing 1-2 in 
the next three events for a 
27-16 lead 
THE ONLY thing that 
prevented BG from 
completely dominating the 
meet was the performance 
of AC s Jeff Rogers The 
small college ail-American 
was Ashland s only double 
winner as he won the 50 and 
100-yard freestyles He also 
swam the anchor leg on the 
victorious Eagle 400-yard 
freestyle relay unit 
Indeed. Rogers' victory in 
the 100-yard freestyle 
appeared to mark a turning 
point for the Eagles as they 
won three of the last five 
events But the BG depth 
prevailed once again as the 
Falcons clinched their first 
home win ol the season 
In addition to the depth. 
Stubbs was also pleased with 
the Falcon performances in 
the freestyle events Larry 
Cook continues to improve 
after being converted from a 
middle distance specialist to 
a sprinter He took runnerup 
honors twice to Rogers last 
night and prevented an 
Eagle sweep of the sprints 
Stubbs was also impressed 
with the unexpected per- 
formance of junior Jeff 
McFarland 
The Falcons will attempt 
to up their season mark to 3- 
1 Saturday afternoon when 
they travel to Gambler to 
test the Kenyon Lords 
Tickets 
A student ID ticket 
exchange will continue 
today at the Memorial Hall 
ticket office for this 
weekend's home hockey 
series with Ohio State 
University 
Tickets will also be on sale 
priced at S2 for adults and $1 
for students 
As of 9 am today. 100 
tickets were still available 
for each game They will be 
sold or exchanged on a first 
come-first served basis The 
Memorial Hall ticket office 
is open weekdays from 9 
.i in until noon and from 1-5 
p.m. 
Slippery Rock next foe 
Negative thinking hurts    G sts wi„ on road 
By Jerry Masek heavyweight Jeff I'olhemus is academically ineligible for W 
 rr   
Assistant Sports Editor 
Someone should remind head wrestling coach Bruce 
Hellard that excuses satisfy only those who make them 
Immediately after Howling Green's embarrassing 34 3 
loss at Miami last weekend. Hell.nil pointed out that the 
Falcons were competing with four ol then 10 starters 
missing This was true, but what he failed to note was that 
of the six regulars that did wrestle, five lost 
Among those who lost were veterans Mike Melting, Dave 
Nieset and Joe Kosch Bellard was counting on these 
grapplers lor consistent wins this season 
WOULD THE presence of the other four grapplers have 
made that much difference'' 1 don't think so The 31 point 
victory margin might have been narrowed a little with 
missing starters Kevin Dick. Bill Frazier. Gale Williams 
and Dave Brown competing, but not much 
Even that evaluation is generous Hellard was including 
Itrown in his list of "regulars," even though the Uilented 
sophomore, a former high school state champion, has never 
wrestled a varsity match at Bowling Green 
Kr.izier and Williams were injured during Christmas 
break, Dick injured his thumb last Friday and Brown, the 
scheduled starter at 190 pounds, contracted a flu virus also 
last Friday   Af'er competing in one match in December. 
Coed fencing unit 
set for campaign 
By Aaae Madaras 
En garde! 
Fencing, the only coed 
sport on campus, has begun 
its winter program The 
team's members have been 
practicing twice a week, and 
the final team will be 
narrowed down to nine men 
and four women shortly 
THREE MEN will 
compete in epee while three 
others will enter the foil 
competition Another trio of 
IM notes 
Entries for coed curling, 
handball doubles and 
bowling are now available 
from fraternity Mid resident 
hall athletic chairmen 
Students living off-campus 
may pick up entry forms at 
the IM office. 201 Memorial 
Hall Entries are due 
Tuesday, and play will begin 
on January 27. 
men will be in the sabre 
category All four women 
will compete in foil Coach 
Beverly /anger explained 
the coed team format 
"Everyone works as a 
single unit." she said, "but 
men and women don't 
compete against one 
another The members 
compete for individual 
points and as a team." 
Zanger. who first coached 
the BG Fencing Club in I960 
has been using electrical 
equipment to help train her 
fencers. The training 
equipment allows the team 
members to work on their 
quickness, leg strength and 
endurance-important tools 
In the fencer's trade 
Individuals train at their 
own pace. 
The fencers will open their 
season Saturday on the road 
against Case Western 
Reserve Ohio State and 
Chicago in four-team 
competition. 
'  
the rest of the season. 
There is not much any coach can do about injury, flu and 
academic ineligibihty But instead of harping on 
misfortunes. Bellard should call on his 21 years of coaching 
experience and work w itti what he has 
Positive thinking will not replace experienced lettermen, 
but it should help All last week, Hellard grieved about his 
missing wrestlers and gave only negative comments about 
the squad This had to have a bad effect on the matrncn. If a 
team keeps hearing that they are bad. then pretty soon they 
will start believing it 
THE YOUNG mat team needed a confidence boost, 
especially after switching from Anderson Arena to Miami's 
spacious Millett Hall They didn't get it. 
Two especially weak areas against Miami were riding 
time and takedowns Only one BG wrestler-Pat Welfle at 
190 pounds-gained a point in riding time 
Otherwise, the Redskins controlled every match 
Welfle also had six takedowns, while BG's other nine 
starters had a combined total of one Miami totaled 22 
takedowns, including seven as initial scoring moves in the 
first period 
There is nothing spectacular about shooting takedowns 
and riding out your opponent, it's just fundamental 
wrestling Perhaps the Falcons should go back to 
fundamentals to save their season. 
• • • 
Saturday, the Falcons try to regain some respectability at 
Toledo List year. BG dumped Toledo. 30-9, for its first win 
over the Rockets in eight years. 
• • • 
AFTER FOUR meets, Welfle has BG's top record at 3-1 
The junior, who lettered last year with a 5-1 mark, also 
leads the team in the annual takedown race with 11. Senior 
Nieset has seven takedowns and a 2-2 mark at 177 pounds, 
and sophomore Frazier is 2-1 at 126 pounds 
• • • 
Junior letterman Kosch was one of five Falcon wrestlers 
who competed independently in the Sunshine Open in 
Miami. Fla during Christmas break Kosch tied for fifth 
place at 144 pounds Also competing, but not placing, were 
Dick. Williams. Brown and Metting. 
By Laurl Leach 
Staff Writer 
A youthful Falcon gym- 
nastics team edged out Ball 
State last Saturday. 73 13 to 
68 86, to win its first meet of 
the season 
The IKt women got off to a 
fine start by copping the top 
three places in vaulting The 
gymnasts took first place in 
every event after that 
"I'm proud of them.' said 
gymnastics coach Charles 
Simpson. "We were some- 
what unprepared because 
we arrived In Muncie t Ind ) 
late due to weather, and so 
we had a limited time to 
warm up The girls came 
through like professionals " 
THE FIRST three places 
in vaulting were taken by 
Falcons Marty Wacker. 
605: Debbi North. 5 63 and 
Karen Glenn. 5 55 BG's 
Nancy Thorn placed fifth 
Karen Glenn placed first 
on the balance beam with a 
score of 7 10 Other BG gym- 
nasts placing were Theresa 
Hoover, fourth with 5 93 
points and Pat Feighan. fifth 
with 5.88 points 
Candy Suchecki took the 
crown in the uneven parallel 
bars and Hoover placed first 
in floor exercise Glenn took 
third place on the bars, 
scoring 6 03 points, and 
Suchecki and Thorn placed 
third and sixth respectively 
in floor exercise 
10000000 
Glenn grabbed first place 
in the all-around competi- 
tion with a score of 24 81. 
followed closely by third- 
place winner Suchecki who 
scored 22 06 points 
"THE GIRLS turned out 
outstanding performances 
for their first meet," said 
Simpson. "especially 
working in a new place on 
new equipment, before new 
faces " 
The women gymnasts 
travel to Pennsylvania this 
weekend  to play a   tough 
Slippery Rock team. 
"Slippery Rock comes 
from a strong gymnastics 
region and will be a very 
difficult team to beat" said 
Coach Simpson. "We will 
have to perform even better 
than we did at Ball State to 
win I think we're ready " 
summer LESS THAN 
ineurope 
CHARTERS 
,;«.»:..!  RfG fARE- 
Save The News 
ALPHA EPSILON PI 
LIL' SIS RUSH 
TONIGHT 7 - ? 
COME AND MEET 
THE BROTHERS 
THETA CHI 
RUSH PARTY 
6:45-9:00 
at the Theta Chi House 
710 7th St. 
Rides available in all dorm 
lounges at 6:45 
REFRESHMENTS & CHIPS, 
THEN DOWNTOWN WITH THE BROTHERS! 
Delta Tau Delta 
OPEN RUSH 
TONIGHT 
7 to 9 p.m. 
Refreshments 
1      CONKLIN   ") 
B 
GO APE 
RUSH 
AETT 
TONIGHT 
7:30 - ? 
PARTY HARDY 
- FEATURING - 
Char  Broiled  Steaks aad 
Chops 
Fall Coarse  Family  Dkv 
aer 
It VARIETIES 
PANCAKES * WAFFLES 
Opea Taes tan Sat. 7:1M 
Saaaavs 7:s*-;:at 
412 EAST WOOSTER 
BANQUET ROOM 
NOON SPECIALS DAILY 
